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Thank you for your interest in joining the Sapphire Elite family. Here at Sapphire, our mission 
is to build self confidence, self discipline, team building and everlasting friendships. We take 
pride in watching our athletes grow and are honoured to be a small part of what helps shape 

their future.

This season, we are excited to announce that as of September 2018, we will be training all of 
our teams and classes in one, central location, within close distance to the A10 and M25, and 
walking distance from Cheshunt Station. Our facility will be fitted with an 11m x 21m sprung 
floor, and have all the equipment necessary to help shape our Sapphire’s and enable them to 

continue to grow. 

Location: Goffs Churchgate Academy, Cheshunt, Waltham Cross EN8 9LY
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TEAM PLACEMENTS
TASTER SESSIONS

Taster sessions are an opportunity to get an idea of exactly what both 
cheerleading and Sapphire are all about. Whether you have a child interested 
in getting involved just for fun, or is an experienced athlete looking for a new 

challenge, Sapphire has something for everyone. Taster sessions are super 
relaxed, and it’s just a chance to come along and see what we’re all about! If 

you are opting to join a competitive team, it’s a chance for you to come along and 
brush up on skills, or learn completely new ones! Tasters will be split by age, and 

also by experience, so don’t worry about being out of your depth as we will adapt to all 
abilities there

SATURDAY 21ST JULY 
Mini and Youth (Aged 7-11 years): 11.30am-1.30pm
Junior (Aged 12-14 years): 2pm-4pm
Senior (Aged 15+): 4.30pm-6.30pm

** ages as of 31st August 2018

SUNDAY 22ND JULY
Travel Team Tryouts (see info in pack): 10am-12.30pm 

Callbacks (Level 3+): 1.30pm-4pm 
Existing Sapphire athletes may be invited to call backs prior to Saturday 
Placements, but must still attend both sessions. Anyone attending placements for 
the first time will either be notified at the end of Saturday’s sessions or via email.  

SIGN UP NOW
Please use the link below to sign up to trials - If you do not complete the form prior to 
placements, you will be unable to train! If you can’t make placements, please get in touch 
and we will arrange an alternative option.
https://goo.gl/forms/7gGbemNRQYXHHtxi1

WHAT TO BRING
Water, cheer shoes/trainers, sports attire and a positive attitude!

HOW TO ACCEPT YOUR PLACE
Emails will be sent out by email by Wednesday 25th confirming place - Must accept by deadline. 

TASTER SESSIONS (Free!)
TUESDAY 17TH JULY 

Recreational Taster ages 4 to 8: 4.30pm-5.30pm
Competitive Youth (aged 7-12) Pre-Placement Training: 5.30pm-7.30pm

Competitive aged 12+ Pre-Placement Training: 7.30pm-9.30pm

THURSDAY 19TH JULY
Recreational Taster (aged 9-14): 4.30pm-5,30pm

Competitive aged 14+ Pre-Placement Training: 7.30pm-9.30pm

TEAM PLACEMENT FEE 
£5 per athlete 
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HOW ARE ATHLETES PLACED?
What team an athlete is place on, is based on a very wide range of contributing factors from skill set, to attitude, to the 

age of the athlete! Below, we’ve broken down what those important factors are so that you can best prepare to be placed 
on the team and level you want! When you attend team placements, you cannot ask to be placed on a specific team - you 

come to be placed on a team within the Sapphire programme that the coaches believe is the best fit for you, and what 
team will enable you to grow the most, as well as enjoy. However, if you do have one you’d specifically like to be consid-

ered for, please feel free to speak to the coaches about what they will be looking for in potential athlete for said team. 

SKILL 
Some of our higher level teams may come with a minimum skill requirement, and the 
majority of the athletes for that team will have to have to have all round level appropriate 
skills (stunting, tumbling, jumps and dance) to be selected for that level. There are a minority 
of spaces for athletes who excel in one area of cheer (e.g. outstanding stunters, or very 
strong tumblers), however these spaces are very limited.. However, if you don’t have that 
skill, it doesn’t mean you don’t have a chance of making that team. If you excel in a certain 
area, it may be the case that it balances out your not-so-strong areas, but also, in all cases, 
a fantastic attitude and positive work ethic will always count for a lot!

ATTITUDE
Negativity has no place in our Sapphire gym, and therefore athletes who continue to push them-
selves and their teammates with a want to improve will always have a huge advantage. A lot of the 
time it’s about the will to succeed and the journey you take to get there which leaves a lasting impression 
on coaches. 

TECHNIQUE
If you’re someone who can continually apply corrections in order to improve your skills as close to perfection as possible, whether it be in a stunt, tumble 
or motion, this will automatically give you an advantage for making the team you are aiming for. Throwing a skill dangerously or incorrectly doesn’t allow 
for growth, and so we would always rather see our athletes work on perfecting their skills and taking on their coaches corrections, instead of rushing 
straight onto the next skill too fast. 

AGE AND EXPERIENCE
It’s amazing to see so many athletes with skills of varying levels, however we prioritise personal development equally as much as skill development, and 
so we always try to ensure an athletes primary team is their “age appropriate” team. It is important to work with other athletes within your team age for 

personal growth, as this is a big part of how friendships are created and bonds are made. When creating a team, 
we aim to have the best mix of skill, age and maturity level for all athletes. Although crossover positions 

are offered, we aim for our athletes to be at the peak of their skills before moving into higher levels. 

ALL ROUND ATHLETES
Just because an athlete has one level appropriate skill, it doesn’t make them automatically 

eligible for a certain level team. Each season, teams will have different requirements and 
positions that need to be filled, so being an all round athlete is the best way to succeed. 
Take into account; Stunt skill and technique, dance and motions, jumps, running and 
standing tumbling and ofcourse, attitude!

** If you are a returning Sapphire, there is no guarantee you will be placed on the same team as the previous season. 
Everyone improves at different rates and in different ways, with teams requiring different positions and skill sets year 
on year. Our coaches spend time getting to know each and every athlete, their skills and their personalities over the 
previous season, and we will always have the athlete and teams best interests in mind. If you don’t make the team that 
you wanted, or were on previously, our coaches are happy to discuss this with you.
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OUR CLASSES
This season, Sapphire will be offering both recreationals and competitive classes, as well as more tumble classes and options for extra 

sesssions such as stretch and conditioning, stunt privates and tumble privates.

COMPETITIVE TEAMS
Sapphire will  once again be offering competitive teams for ages 7 up to adults, with levels 1-4, from August. Competitive teams compete 
at 4 competitions throughout the year, across the UK. Commitment is vital, and athletes are expected to adhear to the attendance policy 
throughout the season. It is a fantastic experience for all athletes involved, as the friendships built from training and travelling together are 
second to none. Trainings are hard but so rewarding, with teams working on conditioning, stunts, tumble, dance and jumps, to put together 
a 2:30 minutes routine to compete at both regional and national competitives. Athletes who attend placements are often placed on their most 
age appropriate team, as well as offered additional crossover positions for those who want to compete on multiple teams. 

RECREATIONAL TEAMS
This season, we are adding recreational classes to our program, which will be 
split by age. 
Recreational aged 4-8 years: Due to high interest, we will be offering a mini 
aged class from September onwards. It is a great opportunity for younger 
children to gret involved in the sport and like the basic skills early on. This 
team will also potentially become a mini team, with the aim of them competing 
at the last competition of the season. 
Our other recreational class is for ages 9-14 years, for those who would like 
to get involved in cheerleading, but don’t yet want the commitment. It’s a 
great way to get involved in the sport and with the program, and gain skills, 
confidence and friendships!

TRAVEL TEAM
We are very excited to announce that in addition to our UK competitive teams,   we 

will also be taking a Senior Level 2 team to compete at Disney, Florida in March 
2019. There is more information on this team further in the pack, but if you have any 

other questions, please don’t hesitate to email. 
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OUR CLASSES CONT. 
TUMBLE CLASSES
Our tumble classes are offered as an optional, additional class to both our 
competitive and recreational athletes. These classes focus on the tumbling aspect 
of the sport and enable athletes to concentrate on drills and technique required to 
continually progress their tumbling skills. These classes are 1 hour slots 
throughout the week, and are split into 3 different classes: Class 1, Class 2 and 
Class 3. Each class focuses on different abilities, with noivce focusing on the 
basics for those who are new to tumbling, and advanced being for 
experienced tumblers working high level skills. Classes have limited spaces so that 
we can allow each athlete appropriate 1:1 time with their coaches in the session. 

Classes can be booked in monthly blocks or on a continually rolling bases. 
Classes cost £30 per month.

HOW DO WE SPLIT OUR TUMBLE CLASSES?

CLASS 1: Rolls to Walkovers
CLASS 2: Back handsprings
CLASS 3: Tucks to Twists
**  Athletes must have the basics skills from the previous class to progress to the next level class. PRIVATES

Private 1:1 coaching sessions are available for both tumble and stunting. These 
can be booked via email, and will depend on the availability of both the coaches 
and the facility as to when they happen - There is often availability for privates 

during open gym, as well as during other classes. These are a great way to work 
on one specific skill, and are booked in 30 minute slots. 

OPEN GYM
Open Gyms are a chance for athletes of all ages and abilities to come and work 
on any skills they wish. Coaches are on hand to supervise, advise and spot, but 

the whole session is aimed to be totally self motivated. It’s a fantastic opportunity 
to gain new skills or focus on that one that’s been troubling you in the run up to 
competition. It’s a totally relaxed session, but also great for meeting Sapphire’s 
from across the program. These sessions are also open for athletes outside of 

Sapphire to come and use the space to train, as well as the equipment on hand to 
improve skills.

These sessions are ran ad-hoc throughout the season, advertised on our social 
media as well as dates sent out in the monthly updates to our Sapphire families. 

These sessions most often take place over the weekend. 
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UNIFORM

COMPETITIONS

For the 2018/19 season, all teams will be getting a new uniform that is the same, 
as currently we have varying ones between different teams and divisions. We 
are aiming to make it easier for our crossover athletes, as well as aiming for a 
more affordable option that we will keep for the next 3 seasons. 

Youth and Junior teams will remain in long tops, with senior teams 
remaining in crops. Each uniform is being designed with a detachable 
midriff piece, that can convert the top from full to cropped in minutes. Say 
goodbye to manic uniform changes between competition routines!

The total cost for the uniform and bow will be £132 per athlete.

All athletes must also wear clean, white trainers to training and competitions. 
There is no requirement to purchase specific cheer trainers, although if you 
would like them we recommend Excel Cheer Centre as a great UK online supplier. 

Due to the demand from the previous season, we have decided that we will do one 
additional competition during the 2018-19 season. We are aware that 

competitions are a big commitment, so therefore we are choosing to attend a 
local one, that is easily accessible in a day, and therefore, no need for hotels, 

and easier travel options

ICC SOUTHERNS 2019
Guildford Spectrum, Guildford

Saturday 2nd and Sunday 3rd February 2019

BCA NATIONALS 2019
Telford International Center, Telford

Saturday 20th and Sunday 21st April

JAMFEST EUROPE 2019
Liverpool Echo Arena, Liverpool

Saturday 22nd and Sunday 23rd June

FUTURE CHEER INTERNATIONALS 2019
BIC, Bournemouth 

Saturday 6th and Sunday 7th July

** If you accept a position on a competition team, you are expect to be able to compete at ALL competitions. If you are unable to attend after 
accepting your position, the coaches must be notified at the earliest convenience, and it may mean not being able to compete in one will 

mean being unable to compete in multiple. 
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TRAINING FEES AND COSTS
In response to feedback this season, that paying for each uniform or competition separately is a lot to keep on track with, this year we will 
be moving to a new pricing structure, where we split the total cost of your child’s/your competition entries, uniform, music and choreogra-
phy fees, equally across the first five months of the season (September-January). This is your “Add On” fee, and only applies to competitive 
athletes. The only things NOT included in your “Add On’ fees are Competition spectator tickets, optional Sapphire apparel, and social events. 

HOW MUCH ARE MONTHLY TRAINING FEES?
Training fees are based on how many hours coaching you receive per week. Our recreational teams start with 1 hour coaching per week, 

and our elite teams have 2 hours per week, with some having one an additional Sunday per month. 

Exact team training times, and their respective fees will be sent out with placement emails, and fully explained at the Pre-Season Team 
Meeting. 

As a guide, please see our prices below:

HOW MUCH WILL MY ‘ADD-ON’ FEE BE?

If your child is on ONE UK team, this will be £64 per month (plus their training fees)
If your child is on ONE UK TEAM + USA TRAVEL TEAM this will be £75 per month (plus their training fees, and the additional cost of a trip to 

America)
If your child is on TWO UK teams, this will be £85 per month (plus their monthly training fees)

If your child is on THREE UK teams, this will be £106 per month (plus their monthly training fees)
Remember: This “Add On” fee is only paid 5 months of the season (September 2018 - January 2019), whereas your training fees are paid for 

all 12 months (August 2018 - July 2019).

*If you would like to know how the “Add On” fee is worked out, please let us know and we will happily share the break down with you via 
email of each individual cost.

FEE’S CONTINUED....
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TRAINING FEES AND COSTS CONT.
WHY DO I ONLY PAY MY ‘ADD ON’ FEE FOR THE FIRST 5 MONTHS?

In order for us to get the best prices for competition entries, and order uniforms with plenty of lead time, this all has to be done 6-9 months 
in advance of the actual competition entry date. Therefore, we require these payments well ahead of time to get the cheapest options for all 

athletes. 

JOINING FEE
On acceptance of a place at Sapphire, an annual membership fee must be paid. This covers insurance, a training T shirt and Bow, and 

contributes towards the cost of music production. It must be paid by 1st August to secure your place on your teams.

SUMMARY
Below is a table summarising what you pay for each month

CROSSOVER TEAMS

We are happy to offer athletes crossover positions to those who wish to compete on multple teams. For crossover teams, a 50% discount is 
offered on your crossover teams monthly training fees to make these trainings more affordable. 

If you opt to be considered for a crossover position, we will confirm via your team placement confirmation email what team is your 
‘Primary Team’. Your primary team is your first team and the one which you will pay full training fees. Additional crossover teams are there-
fore optional, however you cannot accept your crossover team without accepting your Primary Team placement - It is not a case of picking 

and choosing which team you want to be on! Your additional crossover teams are therefore discounted 50%, and competition entries are also 
discounted.
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REFER A FRIEND

GRADUATE SCHEME

The majority of our athletes find cheer 
through a friends recommendation, and 
we are always keen to grow the Sapphire 
family. To say thank you to anyone who 
refers a friend , this season we will be 
offering one months training for FREE! 
(Primary team only). Just get them to 
quote your name, when asked how they 
found out about Sapphire on the registration 
form.

This season, we are pleased to introduce a graduate scheme to 
Sapphire. So many athletes begin their cheer career during 

their University years, and we feel it’s important to enable 
those athletes to be able to continue something they enjoy 

whilst adjusting into their careers and home life. Most of our 
coaches have cheered at university, with many other Sapphire 
also joining their university teams in recent years too. Spaces 

however will be limited on a first come, first serve basis with up 
to 8 positions on the programme. 

50% off membership fee
30% off competition entry  

(primary team ONLY) 

** Graduates must have graduated in the year of 
2018 and be able to provide proof of graduation to 

be part of the scheme.
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COACH IN TRAINING SCHEME

Sapphire began offering the CIT Coach in Training programme at the 
start of the 2017 season. It is a chance for existing Sapphire athletes, 
with a passion for cheer, to get involved on the other side of a team, 
having a big input and influence with another team in our Sapphire 
family. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
CIT’s are placed to work with a team that the current coaches believe they will 

be the greatest asset to as a coach, and they will work as an equal, whilst learning 
from both the head coach and assistant coach along the way. They are expected to attended 

all trainings, and will have an input in the team decisions, including choreography and music. Where applicable, they 
are also able to attend competition warm ups with the team when Event Producers allow it (optional as it often means 
staying at additional day at a competitions), as well as attend our internal coaches meetings. 

WHAT DO WE GET?
At the end of the season, providing you have met the expectation set for you by the coaches, Sapphire will pay for your 
Cheer Coaching Qualification up to the relevant level of the team you have coached. It also then opens many doors for 
them to become official coaches within our programme for the following season!! 

HOW TO APPLY?
To be eligible for the CIT programme, you must have been an existing athlete on 
a Sapphire team for the 2017/18 season, as well as for the upcoming 
2018/19 season, and should also be aged 15+ at the start of the 
2018/19 season. Spaces are limited, and positions are offered 
based on the athletes previous season, as well as responses 
to the below questions. 

WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE A CIT?
What do you think makes you suited to being a CIT?
What do you think you will find challenging about being a 
CIT?

Deadline: Saturday 21st July 2018
Send to: Sapphireelitecoaches@gmail.com
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USA TRAVEL TEAM
THIS SEASON, WE ARE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE 
WILL BE TAKING A TRAVEL TEAM TO COMPETE AT THE 
UCA INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS IN MARCH 2019, 
IN ORLANDO, FLORIDA!

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

- This team is open to all athletes aged 12-18, with solid level two skills.
Athletes will be selected based on attitude, skill set, and the overall dynamics of a team. 

- The team will be entering a level 2 division, and therefore requires strong level 2 skills, in 
both stunting and tumbling. 

- This will involve 1 week off from school OUTSIDE of school holidays, during March so will therefore require 
permission from the athletes school. 

- The trip will cost approximately £1300 per person, including flights, villa accommodation, some team meals, training costs in Florida, transport in 
Florida, competition entry costs, and park entry.

- All athletes will require a chaperone. This can be either their own parent or another athletes parent who agrees to be the athletes chaperone. Additional 
coaches may attend the trip as a chaperone for athletes  which should be discussed directly with Head Coaches.

- We will stay in 1 or 2 villas, depending on team size. This will enable us to spend the most time as a team, and not split out into separate hotel rooms.

- Training for this team will be £50 per month, and will train 7:30-9:30 on Thursday nights + 1 Sunday a month. All 
trainings are compulsory. 

- All athletes will be expected to have exceptional commitment and focus for this team. Anyone consid-
ered to be falling below their best effort will be given one warning, and then removed from the team, as 

it is vital the team goes out knowing they are in the best position they could be in, in terms of feeling 
confident and prepared at such a prestigious competition. 

- No new uniform is required, we will compete in the club uniform.

- The only UK competitions we will do will be ICC South-
erns, as this is a great opportunity to get the nerves out 

ahead of travelling to the US, and Jamfest Europe in 
June.

TRAVEL TEAM TRYOUTS

SUNDAY 22ND JULY
10AM - 12.30PM

GOFFS CHURCHGATE SCHOOL, CHESHUNT, 
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COMPETITIVE TEAM ATTENDANCE POLICY

One of the best things about cheerleading is the teamwork and commitment that it teaches, as teammates are entirely 
reliant on each other for a stunt or pyramid to go. When one athlete is missing, it prevents the entire team from having 
a productive and worthwhile session, and it is because of this that we have high expectations for athlete commitment 
and attendance. No matter how much talent a team has, if they do not have good enough attendance, they will never 
truly reach their full potential. Our coaches also spend countless hours planning their sessions, which is wasted time 
when athletes are suddenly unable to attend.

Any athlete that has more than 3 unauthorised absences in one season will 
lose their space on the team, and instead will be moved to a reserve position. 

Coaches work hard to ensure consistency and fairness with the absence policy, and removing athletes is one of the worst 
parts of their jobs, however if it is in the best interest of the team  then difficult decisions will be made. 

AUTHORISED ABSENCES
Family death or serious illness

Graded school event
Sickness including vomiting/diarrhea (if an athlete is under the weather/has a cold/sprain injury, they are still expected to come and watch training).

For any absence, coaches should be notified via email to the central email account a minimum of 2 weeks prior, or the morning of training 
should it be an illness. If the coaches are not notified within this time frame, regardless of reason, this will be noted as an unauthorised 

absence. 

UNAUTHORISED ABSENCES
Birthday parties/days out

Tiredness 
Holidays (excluding 6 week summer holiday)

Revision/Homework*
Transport

RED ZONE
The ‘RED ZONE’ applies to the training sessions, both weekly and additional, that take place within the 3 weeks running up to Competitions. 
If an athlete misses any sessions during this time, coaches reserve the right to remove an athlete from the team for the remain-
der of the season, including all competitions. 

On acceptance of your place, athletes are asked if they are unable to commit to competitions. Should an athlete 
be unable to make a competition, coaches should be notified at the earliest convenience possible. Please 
note, if an athlete cannot attend one competition, it may result in them not being able to compete at other 
competitions within a close range timing wise. 

When an athlete reaches 3 unauthorised absences, an email will be sent to notify the 
athlete/parent to discuss. Any following unauthorised absences will result in removal 
from the team.

*Athletes are welcome to bring revision to training, or leave early if they have an exam the next morning, however one of the key skills 
that cheer teaches is time management, and athletes are expected to plan their revision so as not to miss training. All the coaches, 
and a number of the older senior athletes have all gone through the stresses of exams, so if any athlete would like some extra support or 
advice with planning their revision, please speak to one of the coaches at training.
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SAPPHIRE ATHLETE / PARENT AGREEMENT

IN RETURN, OUR COACHES...

On acceptance of your position on a Sapphire team, we ask that all athletes and 
parents agree and sign our policy (please find at the bottom of this document, print, 
sign and bring it to the first training session next season). Cheerleading is a team 

sport and therefore requires equal efforts and fair expectations to each member of 
that team. At Sapphire, we pride ourselves on the family atmosphere and the friend-

ships that are created. Respect should be shown at all times, to both team mates 
and all coaches within the Sapphire program by both athlete and parents.

At Sapphire, our aim is much more than just teaching cheerleading skills. We be-
lieve that cheer can teach a variety of life skills, such as time management, team-

work, a work/life balance, problem solving and commitment, to name just a few. We 
aim to push our athletes to reach their full potential, both as an individual and as a 
team, and will always have their best interests at heart. We ask that any issues are 
dealt with professionally and respectfully to ensure the best outcome for all parties. 


